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SUMMARY

Layer 1 (L1) of primary visual cortex (V1) is the target
of projections from many brain regions outside of
V1. We found that inputs to the non-columnar mouse
V1 from the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus and
feedback projections from multiple higher cortical
areas to L1 are patchy. The patches are matched to
a pattern of M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor
expression at fixed locations of mouse, rat, and monkey V1. Neurons in L2/3 aligned with M2-rich patches
have high spatial acuity, whereas cells in M2-poor
zones exhibited high temporal acuity. Together
M2+ and M2 zones form constant-size domains
that are repeated across V1. Domains map subregions of the receptive field, such that multiple copies
are contained within the point image. The results
suggest that the modular network in mouse V1 selects spatiotemporally distinct clusters of neurons
within the point image for top-down control and differential routing of inputs to cortical streams.
INTRODUCTION
In the canonical model, visual perception is a creative process in
which the retina transforms luminosity into contrast signals,
which are sent via the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN)
to primary visual cortex (V1), where they are used to construct
receptive fields (RF) selective for features such as oriented
edges and stereoscopic depth (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Cumming and Parker, 1997). Although many basic features of the natural scene can be perceived though feedforward (FF) processing
of visual input (Miller, 2003), disambiguation of complex images
depends on contextual information, attention, and prior knowledge (Gilbert and Li, 2013). It is widely held that these influences
arise from interactions of FF inputs with horizontal intracortical
networks and feedback (FB) inputs from higher cortical areas
(Gilbert and Li, 2013). An important node for coupling FF and
FB inputs is layer 1 (L1) of V1 (Larkum, 2013).
L1 of primate, cat, and rodent V1 consists mainly of axon
terminals from subcortical sources, as well as from callosal
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and interareal FB projections synapsing onto apical dendrites
of pyramidal cells (PC) whose somata and FF inputs to basal
dendrites are in deeper layers (Herkenham, 1980; Felleman
and Van Essen, 1991; Binzegger et al., 2004; Rubio-Garrido
et al., 2009; Cruikshank et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013; CruzMartı́n et al., 2014). PCs in cat and primate V1 are organized
in systematic maps of orientation preferences (Blasdel and
Salama, 1986; Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991) in which clusters of neurons tuned to similar orientations are connected
within a patchy local network (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989, but
see Martin et al., 2014). A similar patchy network provides
FB input from V2 to L1 of monkey V1 (Stettler et al., 2002; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006). But unlike the network within V1,
the interareal FB projections lack the like-to-like connectivity
(Stettler et al., 2002), suggesting that the patchiness of FB
input may be associated with properties of interareal communication rather than with mapping of orientation preferences
within V1. This raises the question whether in mouse V1,
which lacks orientation columns and is thought to have a
random architecture (Ohki and Reid, 2007), L1 contains an
orientation-independent map for preferential targeting and selective coupling of inputs to subsets of PCs.
Previous studies in rat V1 have shown that L1 exhibits
a fine-scale honeycomb pattern of the vesicular glutamate
transporter (VGluT2) expression, interdigitating with zinc-expressing putative intracortical connections and parvalbuminexpressing interneurons (Ichinohe et al., 2003). A similar lattice
pattern was observed in rat V1 in the distribution of axon terminals labeled from the dLGN (Rubio-Garrido et al., 2009).
Recent observations in mouse V1 have shown that L1 is
targeted by matrix-type neurons of the lateral shell of the
dLGN, which receive input from direction selective retinal ganglion cells (Cruz-Martı́n et al., 2014). Here, we show that in
mouse V1, the inputs from the dLGN and higher visual cortical
areas are clustered and overlap with a patchy pattern of
M2 expression. Further, we found that L2/3 neurons aligned
with M2-rich patches have spatiotemporal selectivities that
are distinct from neurons in weakly M2-expressing interpatch
regions. The results suggest that L1 of mouse V1, which is
an important node for associating bottom-up and top-down
information, has a non-random architecture that resembles
L1 of monkey V1 and may be conserved across mammalian
species.

Figure 1. Overlapping Patchy Patterns of Geniculocortical and
Intracortical FB Projections with M2-Expressing Patches in L1 of
Mouse V1
(A) Tangential section through L1 of V1 showing patchy pattern of geniculocortical projections labeled by axonal tracing with AAV2/1.pSyn1.EGFP.WPRE.bGH
from the dLGN (inset in C).
(B) Section illustrated in (A) stained with an antibody against M2 showing
patchy expression of M2.
(C) Overlay of (A) and (B) showing overlap (yellow) of geniculocortical projections and M2 patches in V1. The boxed area shows magnification.
(D) Tangential section through L1 of V1 showing AAV2/1.pSyn1.EGFP.
WPRE.bGH labeled projections from area AL (for injection site see Figure S1).
(E) Section shown in (D) immunolabeled for M2.
(F) Overlay of (D) and (E) showing overlap of FB projections and M2 patches in
V1. Axes: anterior (a) and lateral (l).

RESULTS
Patchy Geniculocortical and Intracortical FB
Inputs to L1
Studies in rat V1 have shown that expression of VGluT2 in L1 is
non-uniform and resembles the honeycomb pattern of geniculocortical input (Ichinohe et al., 2003; Rubio-Garrido et al., 2009).
To find out whether geniculocortical projections to L1 of mouse
V1 show a similar distribution, we traced axons from the dLGN
(N = 8) with AAV2/1.pSyn1.EGFP.WPRE.bGH, flattened the cortex, and imaged V1 in tangential sections. We found a striking
pattern of periodic densely and weakly innervated patches of

axon terminals (Figure 1A). Individual patches were 50–70 mm
in diameter with a center-to-center spacing of 100–140 mm. In
sharp contrast, the projection to L4 was uniform (data not
shown). In rat V1, zinc, a modulator of NMDA receptors (Vogt
et al., 2000), is expressed in patches of subsets of intracortical
terminals (Land and Akhtar, 1999; Ichinohe et al., 2003). To
test whether in mouse V1 intracortical FB connections are
patchy as well, we traced inputs from extrastriate visual areas,
lateromedial (LM, N = 10), anterolateral (AL, N = 6), and rostrolateral (RL, N = 5) (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). In every case inputs
to L1 were patchy. However, the contrast between densely and
weakly innervated patches was lower for inputs from LM than for
projections from AL (Figures 1D and S1A–S1C) and RL. We
quantified the differences by generating optical density maps
of the projections (Figures S2A and S2B) and comparing axon
densities within the densest 30% of patches with the sparsest
30% in the region between neighboring patches. In the projection from LM, the median axon density in the center of patches
was about 57% higher than between the patches, suggesting
that the projections from a single point are either widespread
or the injection site involved neurons of multiple distinct compartments (Figure S2C). Projections from AL and RL showed a
bigger (78%) difference (p < 0.05 and ANOVA) between patches
and interpatches (Figure S2C), which was comparable to the
geniculocortical projection (Figure S2D). The size of corticocortical patches was similar to geniculocortical inputs. In rat V1,
VGluT2 and zinc are expressed in complementary sets of terminals (Ichinohe et al., 2003). This raised the question whether geniculocortical and corticocortical inputs were independent of
each other. To answer the question, we searched for labels
with patchy distributions in L1 and L2 similar to the cholinergic
markers found in monkey V1 (Horton, 1984; Mrzljak et al.,
1996; Tigges et al., 1997). Immunostaining with an antibody
against M2 revealed a strikingly non-uniform pattern in L1 (Figures 1B and 1E). M2-expressing patches tightly overlapped
with geniculocortical and intracortical FB projections (Figures
1C and 1F), suggesting that both of these inputs are not interdigitating as implied by the distributions of VGluT2 and zinc in rat
V1 (Ichinohe et al., 2003), but are targeted to fixed, overlapping
locations of V1.
Non-random Pattern of M2 Expression in V1
Next, we were interested in the spatial pattern of M2 expression
in V1. In coronal sections, M2 expression was densest in L4,
moderate in L1, L3, and L5B, weak in L2 and L6, and barely
detectable in L5A (Figure 2A). With the exception of a few isolated non-pyramidal cell bodies, M2 expression was confined
to the neuropil. Expression was uniform in all layers except for
L1 and L2. Most notably, staining in L1 was clustered in periodic
patches of neuropil that were distinct at the L1/2 border, but
immediately below the pial surface tended to be fused by
bridges of weak M2 expression (Figure 2A). M2 expression in
L2 showed a similar periodicity of slender bundles of processes
ascending from deeper layers. Staining between vertical M2
bundles in L2 was barely detectable. Counterstaining for Nissl
substance showed no matching non-uniformity in cell density.
The patchy pattern of M2 expression in L1 and L2 was more
readily apparent in tangential sections through flatmounted
Neuron 87, 632–643, August 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 633

cortex (Figure 2B). In this plane, V1 had the shape of a shoeprint,
which was flanked at the lateral border by a band of retrogradely
bisbenzimide labeled callosally projecting PCs (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Although the M2 pattern was patchy and periodic,
the lattice order was sometimes obscured by variations in the
plane of section and staining intensity. In sharp contrast, M2
expression in L4 was uniform (Figure 2C). A similar pattern of
M2 expression was found in L1 of rat and monkey V1, suggesting
that the patchy pattern is conserved across mammalian species
(Figures S3 and S4). The M2-pattern in monkey V1 showed a
peak-to-peak periodicity of 500 mm and was complementary
to cytochrome oxidase (CO)-reactive patches in L1 (Horton,
1984) (Figure S4).
In mouse and rat, the patchy M2 expression in superficial
layers was also observed in select extrastriate visual areas
such as areas LM, intermediolateral (LI), posterior (P), and postrhinal (POR) (Figures 2B and S3). Outside of the extrastriate visual cortex, non-uniform M2 expression was found in the dorsal
retrosplenial cortex (Figure 2B). In contrast, in other parts of extrastriate visual cortex such as areas AL, RL, anteromedial (AM),
posteromedial (PM), and mediomedial (MM), M2 expression in
L1 and L2 was uniform and weaker. In all extrastriate visual
areas, M2 expression in L4 was uniform, but the expression density varied in area-specific fashion (Figure 2C).
The patchy M2 immunostaining and the overlap with geniculocortical axon terminals indicated that receptor expression and
synaptic inputs to L1 and L2 were preferentially targeted to specific locations, while partially sparing others. To determine the
periodicity and spatial scale of the patchiness in L1, we generated optical density maps of the tangential distribution of M2
(Figure 3A). The maps revealed a pattern of M2 peaks, whose absolute density varied (depending on plane of section, section
thickness, and effective staining intensity) across V1, while keeping the ratio between local maxima and minima roughly constant.
M2 peaks were readily identified as the center of mass of the
densest 30% of the patch. The centroids were used as seed
points for dividing V1 into Voronoi polygons, in which each point
is closer to its generating center than to all neighboring peaks.
Each polygon then represents a domain of graded M2 expression whose density is maximal at the centroid and near minimal
along the perimeter. Next, we plotted the spatial density profile
of a set of M2 peaks as a function of the distance of each peak
from all the others (Rodieck, 1991). Figure 3B shows that the
spatial density of M2 peaks in a 1.2 3 1.2-mm region of the upper
central visual field representation in V1 equals the mean of the
random distribution, when the distance between centroids

Figure 2. Expression of M2 Muscarinic Acetylcholine Receptors in
Mouse Visual Cortex
(A) Coronal section through V1 stained with antibody against M2. The M2
expression is strongest in L4 and L3; moderate in L1, L2, and L5B; sparse in L6;
and barely detectable in L5A. The M2 expression is uniform in L4 to 6, but
patchy in L1 (arrowheads), and shows periodic, slender vertical bands in L2,
lateral (l) and dorsal (d).
(B) M2 immunostained tangential section through L1 of occipital cortex. The
M2 expression (red) in V1 is non-uniform and patchy. The patchy pattern is also
observed in a region of extrastriate visual cortex, which includes areas LM, LI,
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P, and POR. The M2 expression in areas AL, RL, A, AM, and P is weak and
uniform. The blue staining represents retrogradely bisbenzimide labeled callosally projecting neurons, used as landmarks. The white patches in RS
represent overlap between M2 and callosally projecting neurons.
(C) M2 immunostaining in tangential section through layer 4 showing intense,
uniform expression in V1. The M2 expression in L4 of extrastriate visual cortex
is less intense and uniform. Abbreviations of areas: anterior (A), anterolateral
(AL), auditory cortex (Au), anteromedial (AM), entorhinal cortex (ENT), laterointermediate (LI), lateromedial (LM), mediomedial (MM), posterior (P), posteromedial (PM), postrhinal (POR, rostrolateral (RL), retrosplenial (RS), primary
somatosensory (S1), secondary somatosensory (S2), temporal posterior (TEp),
and primary visual (V1). Axes: anterior (a) and lateral (l).

Figure 3. Non-random Organization of M2
Patches in L1 of Mouse V1
(A) Optical density map of M2 expression in L1 of
V1. The dots indicate centroids (M2 peaks) and are
seed points for tessellation of V1 into Voronoi
polygons. Notice that the absolute staining intensity
across V1 differs, due to local variations in the plane
of section, section thickness, and staining intensity.
However, the relative density of M2 expression
between M2+ and M2 zones is roughly constant
across V1. Axes: anterior (a) and lateral (l).
(B) Density recovery profile of M2 peaks obtained
by averaging measurements from five different
cortices. The plot shows that the spatial density of
M2 peaks equals the mean of a random distribution
if the distance between centroids exceeds the
effective radius of 120 mm. The peaks that are closer
together and fall in the ‘‘dead space’’ (<120 mm) are
less common, indicating that they have a mosaic
arrangement with a center-to-center spacing of
120 ± 3.6 mm. The error bars represent ± SEM.
(C) Interneighbor angle distributions of M2 peaks
(red line) ± SEM (gray line) compared with nearly
perfect square lattice (black line, jitter 0.1) and a
square lattice drawn from a Poisson distribution of
seed points (green line, jitter 1.0). PK-S indicates p
values obtained from comparisons with two-sided
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
(D) Comparison of interneighbor angles showing
that the measured angles between neighboring M2
patches (red line) ± SEM (gray line) differs from a
rectangular lattice (blue line) and corresponds best
to a 82.2 deg lattice with 0.54 jitter (black line).
(E) Comparison of interneighbor angles shows
that the angles between M2 patches (red line) ±
SEM (gray line) differ from a hexagonal lattice with
0.54 jitter (blue line).

exceeds the effective radius of 120 ± 3.6 mm. Notice the prominent repulsion of M2 peaks at distances shorter than 120 mm,
indicating that the peaks have a mosaic arrangement with an
approximately regular spacing. This raised the question whether
M2 peaks are arranged in a square or hexagonal pattern, which
is more efficient for image representation (Watson and Ahumada, 1989). To find out, we used Gabriel graphing (Gabriel
and Sokal, 1969) for identifying neighboring centroids, measured
angles between edges connecting neighboring vertices, and
compared them to angles obtained from seed point patterns
generated from square and hexagonal lattice models with varying degree (deg)s of jitter. Jitter reflects the offset from the base
vertex in proportion to the grid spacing of lattices generated with
random origins and rotations (Neyman and Scott, 1958). We
found that the probability distribution of the experimentally
derived angles was significantly (PKolmogorov-Smirnov test [K-S] =
5.5 3 10 143) different from a nearly perfect square lattice with
minimal jitter of 0.1 (Figure 3C). The data also differed significantly (PK-S < 0.001) from a square lattice with a jitter of 1
that resembled a lattice drawn from a Poisson distribution (Figure 3C). This analysis supports the result of the density recovery
profile (Figure 3B) indicating that the distribution of M2 peaks
is non-random. To determine whether the distribution of M2
peaks was a square or hexagonal lattice, we compared the inter-

neighbor angles with square and hexagonal lattices and variable
jitters. A jitter of 0.5, which corresponds to an offset of half
the distance between vertices of the normal grid spacing,
most closely reproduced the distribution of the measured interneighbor angles. Similar jitter values were found to best reproduce, at a smaller scale, the quasiperiodic daisy architecture of
horizontal connections in monkey V1 (Muir et al., 2011). Importantly, the data differed from square (PK-S = 0.0002) and hexagonal (P K-S = 8 3 10 36) lattices (Figures 3D and 3E). Thus, the M2
mosaic most closely resembled (PK-S = 0.133) a noisy quasi-rectangular lattice with interneighbor angles of 82 .
Domain Size and Visual Point Image
Next, we asked whether the sizes of domains and the point image vary across the retinotopic map of V1. We first overlaid
the patchy M2 pattern in L1 with the retinotopic coordinates
derived by Marshel et al. (2011) and determined the axial
lengths of polygons along paths that best matched the azimuth
and elevation lines of 10 3 10 deg tiles at different map locations. We then computed the mean axes of domains within
each tile and found that the lengths for azimuth (99–155 mm)
and elevation (110–165 mm) varied across V1 (Figure 4A).
Notably, however, there was no correlation between axial
lengths and retinotopic location. In fact, the mean azimuth
Neuron 87, 632–643, August 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 635

Figure 4. Constant-Size Domains across Retinotopic Map of Mouse V1
(A) Mean axial lengths of domains contained within 10 3 10 deg tiles of the retinotopic map (Marshel et al., 2011). The red line segments denote elevation and
green lines indicate azimuth. The red shading indicates the iso-elevation band. The green shading marks the iso-azimuth band. Axes: anterior (a), medial (m),
posterior (p), and lateral (l).
(B) Mean length of azimuth at different elevations across iso-azimuth bands. The green stripe indicates the iso-azimuth band shown in (A). The azimuth is constant
across all locations. The histogram shows the distribution of azimuth across the retinotopic map (mean ± SEM).
(C) Mean length of elevation at different azimuths across iso-elevation bands. The red stripe corresponds to the location of the iso-elevation band shown in (A).
The elevation is constant across all locations. The histogram shows the distribution of elevation across the retinotopic map (mean ± SEM).

was remarkably constant (119 ± 4 mm, N = 5) at all elevations
across different iso-azimuth bands (Figure 4B) and so was
elevation (121 ± 7 mm, N = 5) at all azimuths across different
iso-elevation bands (Figure 4C). The results suggest that independent of variations in cortical magnification (Kalatsky and
Stryker, 2003; Marshel et al., 2011), V1 is partitioned into constant-size domains centered on M2 peaks.
Next, we studied the relationship between domains and the
point image in V1. For this purpose, we plotted RFs in L2 to 6
at different locations within the representation of the upper central 60 deg of the visual field, marked the recording sites, immunostained tangential sections for M2, and registered V1 to the
retinotopic grid of Marshel et al. (2011) (Figure 5A). The M2 peaks
in L1 were used as seed points for tessellation. RFs were assigned to M2+ or M2 zones if they were recorded in the top
or bottom 50% of staining density between the nearest neighboring peaks, respectively (Figure 5B). For example, in Figure 5B,
site 3 was located in M2+ territory, sites 1, 4, and 5 fell into M2
zones, whereas site 2 could not be assigned with confidence to
either zone and was discounted.
RFs in L2 and L3 were elliptical (Figure 5C), with shorter (p < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test) axes along elevation than azimuth and
similar aspect ratios in M2+ and M2 zones (Figure 6A), support636 Neuron 87, 632–643, August 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.

ing an increased magnification along elevation. RFs in L4–6 were
more circular, with aspect ratios near unity (Figure 6A). The mean
RF diameter (determined after transforming an ellipse into a circle
of equal area) of L2/3 neurons aligned with M2+ (9.1 ± 0.4 deg) and
M2- (10.8 ± 0.3 deg) zones were similar. Neurons recorded on vertical tracks across L2 to 6 showed overlapping RFs with a mean
scatter ([S X/Y differences of center of N neurons] / N 1]) of
2.6 ± 1.5 deg (Figure 6B), resulting in aggregate RFs that were
similar in M2+ (11.7 ± 1.6 deg) and M2 (13.4 ± 1.9 deg) zones.
To compare the amount of cortex taken up by the aggregate
RF with the size of a domain, we recorded L2/3 RFs and determined the distance between recording sites that separates
adjoining RFs. Figures 5A–5C show that RF-overlap varied with
the distance between recording sites. When recordings were
close together (sites 1 and 2 and 4 and 5) RFs overlapped.
Increasing the distance between sites shifted RFs apart until
they represented adjoining parts of the visual field (sites 1 and
5 and 2 and 4). The average distance at which this occurred
was 361 ± 71 mm (N = 6) for elevation and 247 ± 88 mm (N = 6)
for azimuth (Figure 6B). Dividing these distances by the average
width of the aggregate RF (12.5 deg) revealed that the approximate magnification factor for elevation is 29 mm/deg and
20 mm/deg for azimuth. Most importantly, the results show that

Figure 5. Domain Size and Retinotopic
Distance
(A) Section through L1 of flatmounted occipital
cortex stained with antibody against M2 (red). The
grid represents the retinotopic map by Marshel
et al. (2011). The cardinal axes are indicated
by pink (elevation) and white (azimuth) lines.
The green spots mark false colored DiI-labeled
recording sites 1–5. The abbreviations are the
same as in Figures 2 and 4.
(B) Magnified image of boxed area in (A) tessellated into Voronoi polygons from seed points
marked by M2 peaks (crosses). The DiI-labeled
recording sites are false colored green. Notice that
site 3 falls into M2+ zone, whereas sites 1, 4, and 5
mark M2 zones. The site 2 lies between zones
and could not be assigned with confidence to M2+
and M2 regions.
(C) RF after smoothing with Gaussian function. The
yellow to brown colored area includes 66% of spike
responses and marks the size of the RFs. The
recording sites that are shown in (B) map different
RF locations. The separation between non-overlapping RF is greater than the diameter of a domain.

tains 6–10 domains (Figure 7C), suggesting a region of higher domain density
similar to a ‘‘central fovea’’ in V1.

a single domain (Figures 4B and 4C) is 2–3 times smaller than the
block of cortex representing the same point in space, suggesting
that multiple domains are contained within the point image (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974).
Non-uniform Distribution of Domains across V1
As indicated by the triangular shape of V1 (Figures 2B, 2C, and
5A), the block of cortex representing equal degs of azimuth
and elevations is anisotropic (Figure 4A). This raises the questions of how many constant-size domains are contained within
a 10 3 10 deg tile and whether the number varies across the retinotopic map. To find out, we overlaid the topographic grid
(Marshel et al., 2011) onto the tessellated V1 and determined
for each tile how many polygons are optimally aligned along
elevation and azimuth. A polygon was considered part of a tile
if >50% of its area was contained within the borders of a tile. Figure 7A shows that 1.7–2.3 polygons were aligned along azimuth
and that the number was essentially flat across all iso-elevation
bands. By contrast, at most locations of the upper central quadrant, 10 deg of elevation were represented by 3–4.5 polygons
(Figure 7B). Thus, a 10 3 10 deg tile in the upper visual field con-

Distinct Visual Response
Properties in M2+ and M2– Zones
The selective targeting of inputs from the
dLGN and extrastriate visual cortex to
M2+ patches in L1 raised the question
whether L2/3 neurons that are vertically
aligned with M2+ and M2 zones have
distinct visual response properties. To
address this question, we recorded single
units and characterized responses to drifting gratings of different
orientations (OS), contrasts (CS), spatial frequencies (SF), and
temporal frequencies (TF). Drifting random dot stimuli were
used to determine selectivities to the direction of motion (DS),
speed (SS; varying the spatial offset of dots from one video frame
to next), and motion coherence (MCS; assessed by varying the
proportion of dots moving in the same direction). Random-dot
stimuli are broad-band in both SF and TF, which scatters the
Fourier energy for a drifting dot patch across a sloped line in
the joint spatiotemporal frequency domain and indicates that
the neuronal response measures true speed tuning (Perrone
and Thiele, 2001). Similarly, the power spectrum of low coherence stimuli is lower than that to high coherence stimuli, indicating that coherence measures tuning to the strength of motion
(Britten et al., 1993). Recording sites were marked with 1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (Invitrogen) (DiI) and assigned using optical density maps of M2stained tangential sections to M2+ and M2 zones (Figure S5).
In both zones, many neurons were tuned (p < 0.05, ANOVA)
selectively (DI R 0.425, corresponding to a 2:1 difference between maximal and minimal response) for OS, DS, SS, MCS,
Neuron 87, 632–643, August 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 637

Figure 6. Size of the Point Image in
Mouse V1
(A) RFs smoothed by Gaussian filter are shaped
elliptically. The anisotropy is most profound in L2
and L3 in which the azimuth (a, black bars) is
double the length of elevation (e, gray bars). The
red line indicates aspect ratio (a/e), which was
similar in M2+ and M2 zones (data pooled). The
error bars represent ± SEM.
(B) RF-overlap as a function of tangential distance between recording sites. The black dots
mark recordings on vertical tracks across L2 to
6. Notice that RFs are largely overlapping. The
RF-overlap in L2/3 decreases as the tangential
separation between recording sites (azimuth =
green and elevation = red) increases. The zerocrossings of the linear regression of RF-overlap
indicate the tangential separation between
recording sites representing adjacent, non-overlapping RFs. Notice that the zero-crossing for azimuth is smaller than for elevation, indicating that along
both axes multiple 120 mm-wide domains are contained within the point image. N number of comparisons (N).

CS, SF, and TF. Most interestingly, the properties were preferentially distributed in M2+ and M2 zones. For example, the cell recorded in the M2+ zone showed sharp OS, broad DS, preferred
slow speeds, was not tuned to MCS, showed moderately high
CS, and preferred high SF and low TF (Figures S6A–S6G). In
contrast, the cell in the M2 zone showed no OS, sharp DS,
preferred high speeds, was MCS tuned, showed moderate CS,
and preferred low SF and high TF (Figures S6A–S6G). The
zone-specific distribution of selectivities and tuning strengths
was confirmed by population data. OS neurons were 2.5-fold
(p < 0.01 and chi-square) more frequent and more robustly tuned
(p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test) in M2+ than M2 zones (Figures
8A and S7A). In contrast, DS neurons in M2 zones were twice
as numerous (p < 0.05 and chi-square) and more strongly tuned
(p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test) than in M2+ zones (Figures 8A
and S7B). Similarly, M2 zones contained twice as many (p <
0.01, chi-square) SS neurons, which were more sharply (p <
0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) tuned and responsive to peak
speeds double those found in M2+ zones (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney) (Figures 8A, S7C, and S7D). Likewise, MCS tuned neurons
were almost 3-fold more frequent (p < 0.01, chi-square) and
more strongly (p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test) tuned in M2
than M2+ zones (Figures 8A and S7E). Almost all neurons in
M2+ and M2 zones were CS and exhibited similar tuning
strengths and C50 (Figures 8A, S7F, and S7G). The vast majority
of neurons in M2+ and M2 zones were SF and TF and showed
similar tuning strengths (Figures 8A, S7H, and S7I). However,
low-pass TF tuning was more frequent in M2+ zones (77%),
whereas band-pass tuning was more common (75%) in M2
zones (Figure 8A).
While the overall percentage and tuning strength for SF and TF
was identical in both zones, cells aligned with M2+ and M2
zones showed distinct spatiotemporal sensitivities. Neurons in
M2+ zones preferred significantly (p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U
test) higher SF (0.052 cycle [c]/deg), median half bandwidth at
half maximal height than cells in M2 zones (0.021 c/deg) (Figure 8B). The opposite distribution was observed for TF, where
the median peak sensitivity in M2 zones (1.83 Hz) was significantly (p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test) higher than in M2+ zones
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(1.27 Hz) (Figure 8E). Consistent with the zone-specific distribution of SF and TF, neurons in M2 zones showed significantly
(p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) higher median peak speeds
(21 deg/s) than cells in M2+ zones (9.5 deg/s) (Figure S7D).
The zone-specific differences in SF and TF sensitivities were
also observed in subsets of OS and DS neurons (Figures 8C,
8D, 8F, and 8G), indicating that the diverse spatiotemporal
sensitivities are not tied to specific feature selectivities,
rather, that they are linked to the cells’ locations in M2+ and
M2 zones.
To further test the contrasting SF and TF tuning in M2+ and
M2 zones, we analyzed stimulus sensitivities on a cell-by-cell
basis. Notably, cells in M2+ zones were sensitive over a broad
range of SFs and a narrow range of TFs (Figure 8H). In contrast,
M2 cells were sensitive to a broad window of TFs and a narrow
range of SFs (Figure 8H). The differences of SF and TF preferences in M2+ and M2 zones were significant (p < 0.01, Mann
Whitney U test), suggesting that the spatiotemporal sensitivities
of individual neurons in M2+ and M2 zones are distinct.
DISCUSSION
We have found that L1 of the non-columnar mouse V1 (Ohki and
Reid, 2007) is modularly organized. The modularity is expressed
by clustered inputs from the dLGN as well as FB inputs from
higher visual areas, converging onto a quasi-rectangular pattern
of M2-immunostained patches in L1. The patches are small
(60 mm) and narrowly spaced apart (120 mm) so that multiple
copies fit into the cortical point image. Although the M2 matrix is
largely confined to L1, it provides scaffolding for clusters of L2/3
PCs with distinct spatiotemporal selectivities: cells aligned with
M2+ zones prefer high SF and low TF, whereas cells associated
with M2 zones favor low SF and high TF. The modularity suggests that apical dendrites in L1 of PCs tuned to high SF and
low TF are preferentially targeted by convergent dLGN and FB
inputs from areas of the dorsal and ventral streams (Wang
et al., 2012). Thus, it is conceivable that coincident FB input to
L1 and FF input to basal dendrites in deep L2/3 modulate the
output of a subclass of PCs in stream-dependent fashion.

Figure 7. Number of Domains across Mouse V1
(A) Mean number of domains contained within 10 3 10 deg tiles across different azimuths within different iso-elevation bands is constant.
(B) Mean number of domains contained within 10 3 10 deg tiles across different elevations within different iso-azimuth bands is constant near the horizontal
meridian, but shows a peak in the upper visual field.
(C) Distribution of the number of domains in 10 3 10 deg tiles across the retinotopic map. Notice that the number of domains in the upper central visual field is
increased. Axes: anterior (a) and lateral (l). The error bars in (A) and (B) represent ± SEM.

Multiple Modules Contained in Point Image
Previous studies in rat V1 have shown an interdigitating expression of VGluT2 and zinc in terminal patches of L1 with a center-to
center spacing comparable to the patterns observed in mouse
V1 (Ichinohe et al., 2003). VGluT2 is a putative marker of geniculocortical input (Fujiyama et al., 2001), which was shown to terminate in patchy fashion in L1 of rat and mouse V1 (Rubio-Garrido
et al., 2009; this study). Using the dLGN input as reference, it is
likely that VGluT2-expressing patches in rat correspond to
M2+ zones in mouse. This interpretation is consistent with observations that M2 expression in L1 is downregulated by genetic
deletion of the geniculocortical pathway (Chou et al., 2013). We
found that inputs from the dLGN and the higher visual areas, LM,
AL, and RL, preferentially terminate in M2+ zones and tend to
avoid M2 zones. This contrasts with the preferential targeting
of zinc-expressing putative corticocortical input to VGluT2negative patches in rat V1 (Ichinohe et al., 2003). However, the
results in rat suggest that zinc might be more widely distributed
in mouse V1 and that M2 patches most likely receive input from
areas other than LM, AL, and RL. Although we have focused on
V1, it is important to note that M2-expressing L1 modules also
exist in visual areas of the ventral stream (LM, LI, P, and POR)
as well as in retrosplenial cortex (RS). Similar to V1, patches in
RS express a cholinergic marker (acetylcholinesterase) and
receive input from the thalamus (Wyss et al., 1990). Thus, partitioning L1 into topologically fixed, constant-size domains is a
widely used motif in rodent cortex.
We found that individual domains represent only a small
portion of a RF, indicating that multiple domains are contained
within the 361 mm (elevation) 3 247 mm (azimuth)-wide point
image covering 9 3 15 deg of visual space. The anisotropy
matched that of individual RFs in L2/3 and accounts for the axial
difference of cortical magnification. Within the point image the

retinotopy was course, as reported previously (Smith and
Häusser, 2010; Bonin et al., 2011). Notably, higher cortical
magnification is achieved by increasing the number of domains
rather than by making them larger. This design is evident in the
increased density of domains in the upper visual field representation of V1, which receives preferential input from local edge detecting retinal ganglion cells (Zhang et al., 2012; Bleckert et al.,
2014) that are thought to play a role in the recognition of predators (Wallace et al., 2013). The presence of multiple domains
within the point image resonates with the multi-blob architecture
of hypercolumns in primate V1 (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984).
The stereotyped modularity of V1 across species suggests that
neurons aligned with M2+ and M2 zones may be clonally
related and that the 30–60 mm-wide radial columns observed
in developing mouse cortex are linked to the periodicity
observed here (Torii et al., 2009).
Modular Organization of Connections
We found that the clustered geniculocortical and intracortical FB
connections to V1 are largely confined to L1. Unlike L2 to 6,
which receives most of its inputs from neighboring neurons,
most inputs to L1 originate from extrinsic sources (Binzegger
et al., 2004), such as the brain stem, basal forebrain, thalamus,
contralateral cortex, and ipsilateral higher cortical areas (Herkenham, 1980; Morrison et al., 1982; Cruikshank et al., 2012; Alitto
and Dan, 2012; Yang et al., 2013; Cruz-Martı́n et al., 2014). Of
these, inputs originating from matrix-type dLGN neurons were
shown to be patchy in rat V1 (Rubio-Garrido et al., 2009). Clustered FB projections were observed previously between monkey
V2 and V1 (Stettler et al., 2002; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006).
Importantly, the patchiness in monkey did not show the like-tolike connectivity known for columns with similar orientation preferences, suggesting that clustering of FB input to L1 is unrelated
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Figure 8. Different Spatiotemporal Sensitivities of L2/3 Neurons Aligned with M2+ and M2– Zones in L1 of Mouse V1
(A) Percent OS, DS, SS, MCS, CS, SF, and TF in M2+ (red bars) and M2 (black bars) zones. OS neurons are 2.5-fold more frequent in M2+ zones, whereas DS is
1.8-fold, SS is 2-fold, and MCS is 2.9-fold more frequent in M2 zones (bandpass, B; highpass, H; and lowpass, L).
(B) Cumulative frequency plot of the total pool of neurons showing that the median SFHWHM is significantly higher in M2+ (red line) than M2 zones (black line).
(C and D) Cumulative frequency plot of SFHWHM of OS (C) and DS neurons (D) showing that high SF sensitivity is unrelated to OS or DS, but is specific to M2+
zones.
(E) Cumulative frequency plot of the total pool of neurons showing that the median TF peak is significantly lower in M2+ (red line) than M2 zones (black line).
(F and G) Cumulative frequency plot of TF peak of OS (F) and DS neurons (G) showing that the high TF sensitivity is unrelated OS or DS, but is specific to M2
zones.
(H) Cell-by-cell comparison of SF and TF sensitivities showing that in M2+ zones (red) cells with high SF sensitivity prefer low TF sensitivity, whereas cells in M2
zones (black) with low SF prefer high TF. The large dots indicate median values ± SEM.

to the systematic mapping of orientation in V1 (Stettler et al.,
2002). The independence of the patchy connectivity from the
orderly map of orientation, which is absent in mice (Ohki and
Reid, 2007), further suggests that the pattern is not directly
related to the intrinsic network of V1. Rather, it represents an
evolutionarily conserved network for distributed processing
across multiple functionally specialized areas.
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We found that the clustered geniculocortical and intracortical
inputs to L1 overlap with a fixed matrix of M2-expressing
patches. In cat and monkey, both of these inputs terminate at
dendritic spines of PCs (Anderson et al., 1992, 2011). Recordings in mouse barrel, motor, and visual cortex have shown that
matrix-type thalamocortical and intracortical FB inputs to L1
synaptically activate dendrites of L2/3 and L5 PCs (Petreanu

et al., 2009; Hooks et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013). Our data imply
that such inputs to M2+ zones are stronger than to M2 zones
and may drive different subtypes of PCs. This notion is supported by putative thalamocortical inputs to M2+ zones (this
study) presumably synapsing on thick dendrites of microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2)-expressing L2/3 and L5 PCs
(Ichinohe et al., 2003). In contrast, input to M2 zones may contact thinner dendrites, which co-localize MAP2 and the olfactory
cell adhesion molecule (OCAM) (Ichinohe et al., 2003, 2008).
Thus, PCs with apical dendrites in M2+ zones may receive inputs
from matrix-type thalamocortical neurons and L5 PCs, whereas
cells with dendrites in M2 zones may receive core-type thalamocortical input (Feldmeyer, 2012; Harris and Shepherd,
2015). This mosaic organization is consistent with the minicolumnar array of PCs, projecting to diverse intracortical and
subcortical targets (Innocenti and Vercelli, 2010). In addition,
the organization fits with observations that V1 neurons with
different response preferences provide input to distinct visual
areas (Matsui and Ohki, 2013; Glickfeld et al., 2013).
A major finding of our study is that inputs from the dLGN and
higher visual areas converge onto M2+ zones in V1. In a distributed cortical network, an important task of PCs is to associate
FB input entering at distal dendrites with coincident core-type
thalamocortical input from basal dendrites (Larkum, 2013). The
mechanism by which this might be achieved is through spikes
triggered by inputs to basal dendrites backpropagating into apical dendrites and influencing spike output by coincident synaptic
input to L1 (Larkum et al., 1999; Shai et al., 2015). The integration
of dendritic depolarizations from diverse sources is known to
affect the strength and selectivity of PC output (Xu et al., 2012;
Smith et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2014). The patchy connectivity
we have found suggests that this process is more common in
L2/3 and L5 PCs aligned with M2+ than M2 patches (Larkum
et al., 2007). Thus, the overlap of inputs from matrix-type
dLGN, LM, AL, and RL in L1 may play a role in influencing responses in subsets of PCs by top-down inputs from ‘‘where’’
and ‘‘what’’ streams in task-specific fashion (Chen et al., 2013;
Yamashita et al., 2013). This process may be modulated by activating M2 receptors, decorrelating visual responses and drive
neurons to carry independent information (Vinje and Gallant,
2000; Goard and Dan, 2009).
Clustering Neurons into Spatiotemporal Frequency
Domains
We found that superficial layer V1 neurons aligned with M2+ and
M2 zones in L1 have distinct spatiotemporal response properties and that multiple distinct clusters are contained within the
point image. This heterogeneity is reminiscent of the distribution
of ON and OFF subregions within a RF (Smith and Häusser,
2010; Bonin et al., 2011). The diverse groups of V1 neurons we
have found resemble the two classes of dLGN neurons with
either canonical center-surround properties including sensitivities to low SF/high TF/high SS or non-canonical tuning with
sensitivities to high SF/low TF /low SS (Piscopo et al., 2013).
The similarity of functional groups in dLGN and V1 suggests
that input from non-canonical neurons targets M2+ patches,
whereas cells aligned with M2 patches receive input from canonical-type dLGN neurons. The spatial grouping of neurons in

mouse V1 is consistent with the pattern of two sets of domains
in monkey and cat striate cortex for low SF in CO-rich blobs
and high SF in CO-poor interblobs, respectively (Tootell et al.,
1988; Born and Tootell, 1991; Hübener et al., 1997). Moreover,
similar to mouse V1, the high SF interblob compartment in primate V1 expresses M2 in PCs and interneurons at pre- and postsynaptic asymmetric and symmetric contacts (Mrzljak et al.,
1996; Tigges et al., 1997; Zeisel et al., 2015; this study). Thus,
it appears that the patchy pattern of M2 expression segregates
neurons with conflicting requirements for high spatial and high
temporal resolution vision (Schiller and Logothetis, 1990). The
presence of multiple modules in the point image superimposed
onto the random distribution of orientation preferences (Ohki
and Reid, 2007) ensures the complete coverage by all possible
stimulus selectivities within a region of cortex dedicated to the
analysis of inputs from the same point in space.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Tracing Connections, Immunocytochemistry, and Image Analysis
All experimental procedures were approved by the Washington University’s
Animal Care and Use Committee. There were 5- to 8-week-old male and female C57BL/6J, C57BL/6-M2 / mice and 4-month-old male Long-Evans
rats that were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (86 milligram [mg]$kilogram
[kg] 1/13 mg$kg 1, intraperitoneal [i.p.]). The visual cortex of a 9-year-old male
rhesus monkey, involved in a terminal study unrelated to the present investigation was obtained (gift from Lawrence Tychsen, Washington University), after
euthanasia (150 mg/kg pentobarbital), and perfusion with phosphate buffered
4% paraformaldehyde.
In mice, connections to V1 from the dLGN and extrastriate visual areas
LM, AL, and RL were labeled anterogradely by pressure injection of AAV2/
1.pSyn1.EGFP.WPRE.bGH. Callosal connections were traced retrogradely
by pressure injection of bisbenzimide. Postsurgical survival times were
4 days for bisbenzimide and 21 days for the virus. Rodents were euthanized
and perfused with paraformaldehyde. The cortex of rodents was either cut in
the transverse plane or flatmounted and cut tangentially at 40 mm. Monkey
V1 was flatmounted and sectioned tangentially. Sections from mice, rats,
and monkey were incubated with an antibody against the M2 muscarinic
acetylcholine receptor, which was visualized with an Alexa Fluor 647-labled
secondary antibody. Immunostained monkey sections were in addition stained
for CO activity. M2-, CO-, and axonal projection patterns were imaged under a
microscope equipped with fluorescence and bright field optics. Images of
patchy tangential labeling patterns in V1 were converted to optical-density
maps. The distribution of M2 patches was extracted from centroids of the
densest 30% of local peaks, which were used as seed points for Voronoi tessellation. Voronoi polygons demarcated domains of graded M2 expression. Axial
lengths (azimuth and elevation), number, and distribution of polygons across V1
were determined by aligning the retinotopic grid by Marshel et al. (2011) and
measuring the distances between centroids and interneighbor angles.
Visual Stimulation and Single Unit Recordings
Drifting sinusoidal gratings were used for examining OS, CS, SF, and TF
tuning, whereas DS, SS, and MCS was measured with drifting random dot
patterns displayed on a monitor at 22.5 cm viewing distance centered on
the right eye at different locations of the visual field. Mice were anesthetized
with urethane (20%, 0.2 ml/20 g body weight, i.p.). Recordings were made
with tungsten electrodes at different locations of V1. Recording sites in V1
were marked by DiI deposits, whose locations within domains were identified
after staining tangential sections with an antibody against M2. Neural signals
were filtered; single units were isolated and stored in a computer. RF size
was determined quantitatively from spatial plots outlining the contour corresponding to 2 SDs of the response. The overlap between neighboring RFs
was computed as the absolute value of the difference of the distance between
RF centers and the sum of the RF radii. ANOVA was used to assess significant
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(p < 0.05) tuning. Tuning curves were fit with functions that best described the
data with the smallest number of parameters (Gao et al., 2010). Selective tuning was assessed by a discrimination index. See Supplemental Information for
more details and statistics.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and seven figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1016/j.neuron.2015.07.004.
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